
LEGAL BASES 

Exclusive AM73 members raffle - Christmas Hamper 

1.  ORGANIZING COMPANY AND OBJECT 

Associació Oficial Alex Marquez Fan Club (hereinafter, “Fan Club”), with NIF G25793357 and 

registered office at Rambla Lluís Sanpere, 1, 25200 Cervera, LÉRIDA, registered in the Registry 

of Associations of Lleida under number 43112 of section 1, organizes an action giveaway among 

all their FanClub members called Exclusive AM73 members raffle - Christmas Hamper 

[hereinafter, the "Action"]. The purpose of the Action is to build loyalty between our members 

and to encourage people to join our FanClub. 

2. TERRITORIAL AND PERSONAL SCOPE 

The Action will take place in any geographical area and all individuals who register in our Fanclub  

https://www.marcmarquez93.com/en/registration-fan-club/?am73=1 . Not all people 

professionally related to the Action or to the organizing company may participate in the action. 

Participation from missing emails or from different profiles belonging to the same person is 

prohibited. In the event of detecting any irregularity, both in the participation and in the 

identification data of the participants and in the content sent, Associació Oficial Marc Marquez 

Fan Club reserves the right to disqualify the participant in question. 

3. TEMPORARY SCOPE 

The Action will be effective on December 11th, 2020 and will end on January 4th, 2021 at 11:59 

p.m. 

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION 

For the participation in the Action people must register to  

https://www.marcmarquez93.com/en/registration-fan-club/?am73=1 and subscribe to our 

FanClub at a cost of 30€.  

Mechanics of action: 

The action is proposed as a raffle among those who are members of our FanClub and those who 

subscribe to our club within the period stated above. 

5. PRIZE 

The Action will have a prize with some objects: A pack of 5 Repsol lubricant and oil products, a 

50% discount check for motorcycle insurance with a limit of 200€, a special Christmas Red Bull 

pack, a one-year subscription to the Dazn platform, two pieces of items from Pull & Bear, an 

Alpinestars motorcycle jacket, a special Christmas Estrella Galícia 0,0 pack, two Northweek 

AM73 sunglasses and Alex Márquez merchandising pack (a mask, a sweatshirt, a T-shirt and a 

cap) 

The prize includes free shipping to the winner's address, address to be provided by the winner.  

6. WINNERS 

The Fan Club will announce the winner on 05/01/2021 with a post on the Facebook page, on 

Twitter and a story on Instagram. The winner will be chosen from among the participants who 

are registered within the selected days. The awarding of the prize will be made by lottery, which 

https://www.marcmarquez93.com/en/registration-fan-club/?am73=1
https://www.marcmarquez93.com/en/registration-fan-club/?am73=1


will be held through an automatic random selection program. The winner / s will be contacted 

via email and must respond to it within twenty-four (24) hours from the announcement of the 

winner, accepting the prize. If the winner does not respond within the established period, their 

candidacy will be declared void and the prize will be awarded to the first alternate. The alternate 

must also respond within a period of forty-eight (48) hours accepting the award, otherwise 

proceeding to offer the award to the second alternate. In case that neither the winner nor any 

of the alternates accept the award following the procedure described, the award will remain 

vacant. Prize returns or exchanges are not allowed, nor is it exchangeable for money. In case of 

not being able to deliver the established award for any reason, the organizer may substitute it 

at its choice for another of similar characteristics and equal value. 

7.  DELIVERY OF THE PRIZE 

The awarding of the award will be agreed via e-mail between the winner and the FanClub and 

the latter will send the corresponding award to the address indicated by the winner. 

8.  ACCEPTANCE OF THE RULES 

By participating in this Action, the participant expressly agrees to comply with each one of the 

conditions established in these Terms and Conditions. For reasoned reasons, the FanClub may 

modify these rules once the action has begun. The Fan Club will be exempt from any obligation 

or compensation with the participants, if due to force majeure or legal imperative the present 

Action should be canceled or suspended, a situation that would be conveniently made known 

to the participants. 

9.  INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

The winners of the prizes indicated in these rules authorize FanClub, without territorial or 

temporal limits, to reproduce, disseminate and use by any means, in any form and on any 

medium, their name and surname and image, for marketing purposes, promotion and publicity, 

such use may include publication on the FanClub websites (both internal and external), including 

social media pages and internal communication platforms such as the Fanclub intranet. 

10.  PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA 

The FanClub will not use personal data for any purpose that is incompatible with the purposes 

listed below, unless required or authorized by law or authorized by the participant to do so. The 

FanClub will process personal data for the following purposes: to be able to contact the 

participants to be able to deliver the corresponding prize and add it to the Database for sending 

newsletters with the sole purpose of informing about Alex Márquez or the Fan Alex Márquez's 

Club. The legal basis for the processing of personal data is the implicit consent granted by the 

participant through their participation in the Action. The FanClub will keep the personal data 

related to the Action until the end of the Action. Personal data will not be transferred to third 

parties, except legal obligation. Likewise, the participant has the following rights in the 

circumstances and under the conditions, and subject to the exceptions, established in the 

applicable law. Participation in the Action, as well as the provision of personal data and the 

acceptance of these Bases are voluntary. However, if the participant does not consent to the 

processing of their personal data, the FanClub will not be able to manage their participation in 

the Action. These terms and conditions are governed by Spanish law. 

 



11.  TAX INFORMATION 

The prizes of this Action will be subject to current Spanish legislation and other concordant 

provisions, relative to taxes and fees that apply to the prizes and winners at the time of delivery. 

12.  RESPONSIBILITIES 

The FanClub is not responsible for incidents and events of any kind (for example, inability to 

record the data of a participant, interruption or loss of connection ...) that are caused by a 

computer failure due to a case of force majeure ; nor of incidents that have their origin in cases 

of force majeure derived from causes such as a failure in the telephone, computer, electrical 

network, caused by natural external agents (atmospheric, climatological), or by a deficient 

provision of the service due to part of the companies supplying it. The FanClub is also not 

responsible for any errors that may occur on its website. Once the award has been delivered, all 

its obligations in accordance with these Terms and Conditions will be deemed to have been 

fulfilled by the FanClub. 

The claims of the Participants will be settled by the Jury created for this purpose by the FanClub 

and whose decision will be final. 

Claims from Participants will not be accepted once a week has elapsed from the end of the 

Action. 

Likewise, the FanClub is not responsible for the improper use of the prize by the winner. The 

fact of subscribing to the newsletter to participate in the Action implies that these bases are 

accepted. 

13.  PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA 

The website's online store is the responsibility of Associació Oficial Marc Marquez Fan Club 

(hereinafter, “Fan Club”), with NIF G25712357 and registered office at Rambla Lluís Sanpere, 1, 

25200 Cervera, LÉRIDA, registered in the Register of Associations of Lleida with number 43112 

of section 1. 

The personal data provided will be incorporated into a file for which the Official Fan Club Marc 

Márquez is responsible, with the sole purpose of keeping you informed of all the news related 

to Alex Márquez and his Fan Club. 

We will keep this information stored as long as you do not request its deletion. 

The user may exercise the rights of access, rectification, cancellation, and opposition in relation 

to said purposes by contacting shop@marcmarquez93.com, providing a copy of their ID or other 

identification document. 

Associació Oficial Marc Marquez Fan Club 

11/12/2020 

 


